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DESIGN ETHOS
Design never seems to find a solution. It is a challenge that we must
devote ourselves to and always question, push, and never give up. In
design we know we can do better, will do better, and must search for
the answers.

I chose to study design because I want to make a difference in people’s
lives. Small design decisions can have a great impact. They can change
the way we engage in our surroundings and can have an even broader
impact on people, communities, culture, and the environment. In a
world that is changing in the blink of an eye, we must continue to push
design and always look for the better solution. As a designer, I believe
every design decision should be centered around the principles of
compassion, innovation, sustainability, participation, and the natural
environment.

Gelato, Getty Images
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TOPIC STATEMENT
Market halls are public spaces critical to social and economic
development. They are vibrant neighborhood retail sites for small
vendors and local food producers.

Market hall’s are a reflection of the cities they inhabit. These markets
are the beating heart of the community. They are more than just places
of commerce – they are a microcosm of the city.

Budapest Market, Getty Images
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ABSTRACT
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PERSONAL RELEVANCE

LOCAL RELEVANCE

GLOBAL RELEVANCE

Design is a powerful tool and one that many do not notice or see its

With its emphasis on farm to table food, strong entrpreneurial

Market’s have been around for many thousands of years and have played

direct impact. My eyes were opened to this powerful tool while traveling

community, and need for more community spaces, Richmond would

an important role in providing local food and crafts, supporting local

in Copenhagen, Denmark. I stumbled upon Torvehallerne, an upscale

be an ideal community for an updated and modern market hall. It will

businesses, and building a stronger community. As big box stores have

food hall and retail market located in the heart of the city. This once

provide a space for local farmers, butchers, fishermen, craftsmen,

moved in, replacing these markets, we have lost touch with the values

empty lot had been transformed through architecture and design into a

restaurateurs, and speciality stores to showcase and sell their goods. It

associated with the traditional market. Today these european style

market hall highlighting Copenhagen’s flourishing farming community;

is an opportunity to highlight the fresh produce, talented chefs, local

markets are being modernixed to meet the needs of today while still

food and drinks representing Copenhagen’s diverse residents. With a

artists, speciality crafts, and unique collections that Richmond offers.

providing access to local food and crafts, supporting small businesses,

great range of visitors, it was a melting pot of the city. The space felt

and uniting a community.

electric - alive with conversation, discovery, and excitement.

San Francisco Ferry Building, Getty Images
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MOTIVATION

PROBLEM

METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSION

We struggle today with “big box” stores taking over and people

Community spaces or third spaces bring together people in a community

Market halls and traditional european markets provide a space where

There is quite a bit of research on the benefits of farmers markets and

A Market Hall or upscale farmers market provides an opportunity to

choosing “one-stop” shopping over their local community stores. These

and are a vital component to the well being of neighborhoods.

local farmers, businesses, and third spaces converge. It will be important

their role as a third space. Researchers have found that the interactions

bring healthy food options to neighborhoods, support local businesses

superstores govern our standard of living by offering lower quality of

Unfortunately, with new developments across cities, these types of

to explore existing farmers markets and market halls - their design,

and transactions that occur at farmers markets benefit farmers and

all while bringing together a community. Specifically, a market hall in

food, product, and services, and create no choice or support for our local

spaces are disappearing (Tiemann 2008). The informal interactions in

and successes, as well as failures. Precedents include Torvehallerne,

market participants, but, just as important, have broader benefits for the

Richmond, Virginia will showcase the best the city has to offer from

community (Tiemann 2008). Through traditional, local city markets,

third spaces allow people to engage in casual conversation and learn

Copenhagen; Market Hall, Rotterdam; Union Market, Washington, DC;

neighborhoods by building community and empowering the individuals

our strong farming community, award winning food and chefs, variety

that act as a third space, we can improve access to healthier food, elevate

about each other without committing to a larger relationship. It is

Eataly, New York City; and Ferry Building Marketplace, San Francisco.

(Schupp 2016). It is apparent that the design of the market is also

of breweries, talented artisans and bustling entrepreneurial community.

the quality of life of individuals, and support local businesses.

believed this informal association is critical for a healthy and fulfilled

Information can be gathered through case studies of local farmers

critical to pulling in the customer, engaging them, and meeting their

Modeled after Torvehallerne in Copenhagen, this space will draw people

life for both individuals and society (Oldenburg 1997).

markets and first hand interactions with vendors. Asking questions of

needs. Some researchers compare the market design to urban design

to downtown Richmond, introduce local vendors, and integrate and

the visitors of the Farmers Market will also help understand what is

with themes of continuity, versatility, intimacy, territoriality, and

encourage community by connecting people through conversation.

needed to design a successful market hall and what makes the space best

contrast playing an important role (MccLung 2011). It will be important

for community development.

to continue researching not only markets, but successful third spaces
and what the design choices are that make these places encourage
communication, comfort, and community growth.

Blueberries, Getty Images
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RESEARCH
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Market Hall’s evolved from relatively unsophisticated gatherings in

by Governor Winthrop. As they developed across America, the location

supermarkets and grocery stores. Market Hall’s were losing customers

market was constructed. Our practices and habits have changed. Food

colonial America to formal arenas of trade regulated by local governments.

of the market was very important as they commonly occupied the

and were “no longer financially self sufficient” according to the

shopping destinations transformed from open-air street markets to

In the nineteenth century, markets moved indoors, and became larger

commercial core of the city. Many retailers and individuals depended

American Grocery Store author James M. Mayo.

uniform aisles in supermarkets. However, access to fresh food remains

and more elaborate, peaking with the grand market halls. It is exciting

on the market, even with other vendors in the immediate vicinity. The

to now see these spaces are coming back to life as America has placed

market is described by James M. Mayo, author of The Great American

One of the few surviving markets is the Reading Terminal Market, located

are beginning to populate once again all across the United States. Market

more importance on food quality, healthy living, local businesses and

Grocery Store as, “a colorful, active, and a political reflection of the

in a National Historical Landmark building on 12th Street between

Hall’s can be see in San Francisco, Boston, Atlanta, Dallas, Washington,

the importance of direct sales from the producer and consumer.

American’s economic lift.” Due to its central location and interest from

Arch and Filbert Streets in Downtown Philadelphia, PA. It is one of the

DC, New York City, Chicago, and the list goes on. These new markets

the community, the market quickly became a setting for fairs, festivals,

nation’s oldest farmers’ markets. Other remaining Market Hall’s that

range in focus from supporting local farmers, small businesses, to even

and carnivals where groups found a place for collective public expression.

are still around today are located in St. Louis, Cleveland, Philadelphia,

focusing on a specific cuisines like Eataly in Chicago and New York.

HISTORY OF THE PUBLIC MARKET

an issue. It is exciting to see the resurgence of the new Market Hall. They

and Seattle.
As city’s expanded and developed in the eighteenth century, the chaotic
open air market evolved from long and narrow structures to a more

In the 1960s and 1970s, we saw a renewed interest in the environment,

throughout history and have evolved over the years primarily based

square format, which was more efficient given the new shape of the

food quality, and organic food which led to a clash with the larger food

upon urbanization. The market hall originated from medieval Europe

traditional city block. But, they still remained a central part of the food

producers and sellers. From this renewed interest we began to see the

I remember my first experience at a newly re-imagined Market Hall. It

and served as one of the most important parts of a town or city public

landscape and culture.

development of CSA’s, health food stores, and renewed interest in

was Torvehallerne, located in Copenhagen, Denmark. I had never seen

markets. Throughout the 1970s, there were significant efforts to revive

anything like it. The halls were filled with excitement from bustling

During the urbanization and industrialization of the 19th and 20th

the Market Hall tradition especially from the local food producers. Many

visitors, enthusiastic vendors, and a mix of locals and visitors. But, what

centuries, the thriving tradition of indoor market halls in the U.S.

saw the benefit of the market and the great importance of offering direct

I enjoyed most was that after touring museums and walking around the

Market’s occupied a central role in the civic and political life of American

was virtually obsolete. Most closed, were torn down, or were adapted

sales between producer and consumer (Mayo 1991).

city for days, I learned more about Copenhagen during this one visit

cities. In 1634, the first American market hall was created in Boston,

for other uses. It is estimated that nearly half of American cities no

Massachusetts, the Great Street Market and was officially established

longer had market halls, due to the heightened price competition from

space. They operated in the center of the town on an open, ground floor
of a public space or as open air street markets.

Chinatown Market, Getty Images

RELEVANCE TODAY

Public markets or Market Halls have played an important role

then what I had learned over the past several days. It was a window into
The average American lifestyle is different than it was when the original

the people, culture, and food - from the types of artisans and crafts,
19

to the local fruits, vegetables, and proteins. You were able to see what

very function of families around the dinner table – and is at the same

spaces are disappearing (Tiemann 2008). This is where the importance

1. Public markets have public goals, giving a defined purpose to

Copenhagen was most of proud of.

time deeply personal, connecting us to others in our happiest moments

of Market Hall’s can play a role. Market Hall’s grew from community and

the activity;

and even isolating us in our darkest times.” (Philips 2016)

are essential to one another. In history or today, they provide gathering

We struggle today with “big box” stores taking over and people

Evidence suggests that the current food system is failing to serve farmers

places, access to fresh foods, and a place to barter, buy, and sell goods.

2. Public markets create a public space within the community, 		

choosing “one-stop” shopping over their local community stores. These

and consumers, two of the most vulnerable actors in the United States

Further, markets foster a sense of presence for community members,

a place where people mix and can become the “heart and soul”

superstores govern our standard of living by offering lower quality of

food system. Farmers earn a small fraction of the profits earned on every

connecting them to farmers, artisans, and other vendors. The informal

of a community – its common ground;

food, product, and services and create no choice or support for our local

food dollar: farmers receive 15.5 cents on every food dollar spent (USDA

interactions in market’s allow people to engage in casual conversation

community (Tiemann 2008). Through traditional, local city markets,

2011). The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimates

and learn about each other without committing to a great relationship. It

3. Public markets are made up of locally owned, independent

that act as a third space, we can improve access to healthier food, the

50 million Americans to be food insecure; those most impacted are

is believed this informal association is critical for a healthy and fulfilled

businesses, lending a local flavor and distinctiveness to the

quality of life of the individuals, and support for the local businesses.

households with children, single parent households and households of

life for both individuals and society (Oldenburg 1997). Researchers

experience (Spitzer and Baum 1995).

color (Philips 2016). With the resurgence of the Market Hall, it will help

have found that the interactions and transactions that occur at farmers

provide a space for local farmers to showcase and sell their products

markets benefit farmers and market participants, but, just as important,

It is clear the great impact a Market Hall can have on a community. It

while providing options and access to these healthier options to the

have broader benefits for the neighborhoods by building community and

is extremely beneficial in bringing together people, providing healthier

consumer.

empowering the individuals (Schupp 2016).

food options, and helping local businesses. It is very powerful to see a

ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOOD
In Growing Livelihoods, the authors clearly state the importance of food

concept such as a Market Hall that was created hundreds of years ago

in our culture.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT + THIRD SPACE
“Food plays a multitude of vitally important roles in our lives. It therefore

Reading Terminal Market Philadelphia, Getty Images

Market Hall’s are an excellent approach to creating community and

make a resurgence. As many developments have been made over the

defining a sense of place. For years, the benefits of markets have been

past centuries, when it comes to community, food, and farming it may

discussed – in 1995, the Urban Land Institute issued a guidebook, Public

be best to stick with the basics.

becomes woven into all aspects of who we are, what we do, and even

Community spaces or “third spaces” bring together people in a

Markets and Community Revitalization. This book called for markets

what we believe. Food permeates, therefore, the most basic aspects of

community and are a vital component to the wellbeing of neighborhoods.

having the following characteristics:

culture – from ritual and religion, to entertainment and holidays, to the

Unfortunately with new developments across cities, these types of
21

PRECEDENT STUDY
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MARKETHALL
ROTTERDAM

The Markethall is part of the new inner city heart of the Laurens Quarter, the
original pre-war center of Rotterdam. The building is a sustainable combination
of food, leisure, living and parking. The first floor consisting of market style
vendors, with the floors above serving as apartment and office space. Below the
first floor there are four levels of parking.

Architect: MVRDV
Year: 2004 - 2014

The unique inverted horseshoe shape roof line creates a secure, covered square

Use: Fresh Market Produce, Supermarket,

emerges beneath the arc. This square is conceived as an inversion of a typical

Food Retails, Apartments, Parking

market square and its surrounding buildings. Market’s have a long historical

Size: 1,000,000 sf building + 228 Apartments +

context and have been typically surrounded by buildings and homes in the

100 fresh market produce stalls, 1,200 parking spaces

center of a city. The arc, instead of longitudinal, has a transverse wrap around
the market.

The enormous mural on the ceiling, by artists Arno Coenen and Iris Roskam,
is titled “Cornucopia.” It features brightly colored fruits, vegetables, and other
market goods ascending into the sky like the ceiling mural of a cathedral.
Following a competition these artists were selected for the Rotterdam Market
Hall. It creates a whimsical, modern, exciting and lovely atmosphere.

Getty Images
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The Markethall is set up in a traditional grid system, but their is variance
with the size and direction of the rectangular stalls. There is no pattern
or consistency with the layout of the varied stalls. The diagram further
depicts the stalls being the same, but different in details.

Because of the varied arrangement and direction of the stalls there is
no clear or straight path for the patrons. As visitors travel through the
space they are directed by the stalls and pushed in a certain direction.
This variance forces the patron to interact with the stalls. They are not
allowed to pass by, but must move around. This could possibly help
vendors in selling items and interacting with the visitors.

MARKETHALL ELEVATION

MARKETHALL FLOOR PLAN

PATH OF TRAVEL
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TORVEHALLERNE
COPENHAGEN

Copenhagen’s Israels Plads was once home to a vibrant outdoor market,
which took place daily in the plaza until the mid-20th century, when
a wholesale market was established on the outskirts of the city. After
decades of neglect, the site at Israels Plads has been revitalized as a
public food market. Torvehallerne opened in 2011, after 14 years of

Architect: Hans Peter Hagens

political negotiations, design and construction processes, and was

Year: 2011

almost instantly one of the busiest public spaces in a city full of them.

Use: Fresh Market Produce, Foot Retails
Size: 80+ Vendor Stalls

Torvehallerne consists of two rectangular, glass buildings. They are
surrounded by many trees, outdoor seating areas, and bike paths.

Getty Images
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Torvehallerne’s market spaces are organized in a very intentional,
non-hierarchical grid system. As can be seen in the diagram, the larger
squares represent a structure that can be divided into specific sections or
quadrants in order to meet the needs of the specific vendor. As vendors
change, these space can easily be converted or rented in different square
footage.

This grid also plays an important role in traffic and controlling the
visitors flow and movement in the space. The interior passage way is
double the width then the outside perimeter path. Acting like a track, the
grid system keeps patrons on a specific path and journey. There are no
PATH OF TRAVEL

HIERARCHY + VARIANCE DIAGRAM

angles, cuts, or variances.

Vendor Type 1
Vendor Type 2
Vendor Type 3
Vendor Type 4
Vendor Type 5
Vendor Type 6
Vendor Type 7
Vendor Type 8
Trees + Landscaping

TORVEHALLERNE PLAN
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UNION MARKET
WASHINGTON, DC

Union Market was designed as a direct response to the compelling
neighborhood in which it is located. The neighborhood has historically
served a major role in the food distribution and food markets. From its
roots as Centre Market, a fresh food venue born over 200 years ago,
it’s been a great unifier for DC – connecting people from a variety of

Architect: Shalom Baranes Associates

backgrounds. The building was specifically selected for its industrial

Year: 2012

warehouse character.

Use: Food Distribution, Theater, Office
Size: 215,000 sf market + 112,000 sf office and
residential + 42,000 movie theater

Washington.org
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Union Market keeps with the traditional grid format of Market Halls.
Similar to Torevelhallerne, the market stands are squares that are
divided into smaller squares. These can be configured differently to
meet the needs of the larger vendors.

This system is different in that they are larger spaces such as
Rappahanock and Buffalo Bergen. They create a hierarchy in the space
not only with their size, but also their configuration with the seating.
It brings into question the importance and value of these restaurants
compared to the other vendors.

Similar to the other Market Hall’s, Union Market keeps to a traditional
grid system and creates clear transverse and longitudinal passages
through the space. All the pathways are equally wide and have the same
importance when navigating the Market Hall.

PATH OF TRAVEL

UNION MARKET PLAN
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CONCLUSIONS
By examining these three different Market Hall’s it is interesting to see

The questions that come from these precedents are:

the many similarities and only a few difference. There has been many
advances in materials, technology, and food production over the years,

Could a vendor stall be a different shape other than a rectangle or square?

but the design and plans of Market’s have only slightly evolved.
Is modularity an important factor? What is it’s value?
Similar to the traditional and historical markets, these Market Halls are
set up in a modular grid system with a set shape and path. As if they

Should the path be about exploration or clarity?
Do the stalls need to organized in a longitudinal and modular system?

were on the streets or in the center of a plaza, these markets keep to the
same rectangular shape. The sizes of the vendor stalls are a consistent
modular shape with very little hierarchy.

Should a hierarchy be applied?
Would it be helpful to organize the vendors by type?
Should the paths be the same width or can they vary?

When exploring the path of the market patron, I found the Markethall
precedent the most interesting. Unlike the others with a race track
or side walk style path, at Markethall the patron is forced to interact
with the stall. The stall is defining the zig-zag path and creating an

Does the actual model and plan for Market Hall’s need to evolve?
Can there be a prescribed space or path?
How can you organize flex space versus programmed space?

experience between the two.

Getty Images
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THE BUILDING
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HAXALL CANAL
HYDRO-PLANT

Located in downtown Richmond along the James River and the Haxal Canal,
the Hydropant Building built in 1899, will provide an opportunity to further
explore my thesis. The building, located on the Canal Walk and in the center
of downtown, has a long rectangular shape, access to natural light, and an
accompanying outdoor space, which is ideal elements for a Market Hall.

1201 Haxall Point
Downtown Richmond has been critical to American history even in darker times.

Richmond, Virginia 23219

Events include downtown burning as a result of the retreating Confederate Army,
being a hub of the slave trade, acting as the center for tobacco manufacturing,
and the damaging floods of the 2000s. Richmond’s downtown has made a
tremendous resurgence in the past 15 years with the increased development
along the James River. The Canal Walk and Kanawha Plaza have brought many
visitors through the city. And local businesses such as Troutman Sanders,
Photo courtesy of Valentine Richmond History Center

Carmax, BB&T, as well as new hotels and apartment buildings have taken
advantage of this increased interest in the area.
Specific to the power plant, the 120-year-old property was originally built and
used to generate electricity for Virginia Electric and Power Co., before it was
shut down in the 1950s. Apart from occasional events and colorful murals added
in recent years, the building has remained mostly dormant. The site includes
more than 6,500 square feet of covered canopy space facing the canal and a
19,000-square-foot building.

41

CURRENT BUILDING
MATERIALITY
Concrete Masonry

Brick

		

Concrete Floors

Glass

Steel Trusses

Aluminum Roof + Ceiling
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j
i

14' - 1 11/16"

f e

4' - 0"

54' - 2 1/2"

h g
269' - 1 27/32"

d c

19' - 0 15/16"

b

25' - 11 23/32"

112' - 7 13/16"
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FLOOR PLAN
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Floor 3
36' - 0"

Floor 3
36' - 0"

Floor 2
26' - 0"

Floor 2
26' - 0"

Floor 1
0' - 0"

Floor 1
0' - 0"
SOUTH ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION

1

Floor 3
36' - 0"
Floor 2
26' - 0"

Floor 1
0' - 0"
WEST ELEVATION

NORTH ELEVATION

East
3/64" = 1'-0"

1
1

North
1/16" = 1'-0"

West
3/64" = 1'-0"
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Floor 3
36' - 0"
Floor 2
26' - 0"

Floor 1
0' - 0"
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS
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Floor 3
36' - 0"
Floor 2
26' - 0"

Floor 1
0' - 0"

Floor 3
36' - 0"

2

interior section 2
3/64" = 1'-0"

MAIN BUILDING LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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Floor 3
36' - 0"

Floor 3
36' - 0"

PATIO LONGITUDINAL SECTION

2

exterior section 2
3/64" = 1'-0"
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PROGRAMMING
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FARM STAND

BUTCHER + FISHMONGER

PREPARED FOOD

Purpose: Sell local fruits, vegetables, eggs, flowers, etc.

Purpose: Sell local meat and fish

Purpose: Sell prepared food, a small restaurant

Quantity: 3+

Quantity: 4+

Quantity: 8+

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

FF+E: Tables, storage, cash register

FF+E: Refrigerators, freezers, display cases, storage, cash register

FF+E: Counter seating, refrigerator, freezer, stove top, storage, cash 		

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: No

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Acoustic Privacy: No

Users: Visitors + sellers

Users: Visitors + sellers

Physical Privacy: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Users: Visitors + sellers

Occupancy Type: Mercantile

Occupancy Type: Mercantile

Accesibility: Yes

Occupant Count: 8

Occupant Count: 8

Occupancy Type: Kitchen

Net Area: 500

Net Area: 500

Occupant Count: 2

Special Considerations: Temperatures, seasons

Special Considerations: Temperatures, food safety, storage

Net Area: 500

Potential Vendors: Shalom Farms, Byrd Farm, Tomten Farm, Heath

Potential Vendors: Belmont Butchery, Sausage Craft, Yellow Umbrella,

Special Considerations: Type of restaurant, food safety, storage

Farm, Walnut Hill, Kings Produce

Real Country Sausage

Potential Vendors: Goatacoda, Cava, Alamo BBQ, Proper Pie, Stroops,

register

Lamplighter, Whisk, North End Juice Company, Blue Ridge Bucha,
Bombolini Pasta, Alchemy Coffee, Yellow Umbrella, JM Stock Provisions

Getty Images
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CRAFTSMAN + SPECIALTY

INDOOR SEATING

OUTDOOR SEATING

OUTDOOR VENDORS

RESTROOMS

ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE

Purpose: Sell local crafts and specialty items

Purpose: Seating for visitors inside the Market Hall

Purpose: Patio seating for visitors of the Market Hall

Purpose: Sell local food, crafts, specialty items

Purpose: Restrooms for visitors, vendors, administration

Purpose: Office space for administrators of the Market Hall

Quantity: 10+

Quantity: 3+

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 3+

Quantity: 2

Quantity: 1

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: Weekends Only, 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

FF+E: Table, storage, cash register

FF+E: Chairs, tables, counter tops, bar stools

FF+E: Chairs, tables

FF+E: Table, storage, cash register

FF+E: Toilets, lavatories, mirrors, baby changing stations, soap

FF+E: Chairs, desks

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: No

dispenser,

Visual Privacy: Yes

Acoustic Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: No

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Users: Visitors + sellers

Users: Visitors

Users: Visitors

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Occupancy Type: Mercantile

Occupancy Type: Assembly II

Occupant Count: 8

Occupant Count: 166

Net Area: 500

Net Area: 3000

Special Considerations: Storage
Potential Vendors: Alfredo’s Honey, J. Emerson, Strawberry Street

hand drying station, trash recepticle

Acoustic Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Visual Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Users: Visitors + sellers

Acoustic Privacy: Yes

Users: Employees of the Market Hall

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Occupancy Type: Assembly II

Occupancy Type: Mercantile

Users: Visitors, vendors, administration

Occupancy Type: Business

Occupant Count: 83

Occupant Count: 8

Accesibility: Yes

Occupant Count: 5

Net Area: 1500

Net Area: 500

Occupancy Type: Restroom

Net Area: 500

Special Considerations: Storage

Occupant Count: 20
Net Area: 1000

Wine and Cheese, The Orchid Station, Strawberry Fields, Veil Brewing
Company, Ardent Craft Ales
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

LOADING DOCK

SECURITY

UTILITIES

Purpose: Provide help and assistance to visitors

Purpose: Loading space and storage for vendors

Purpose: Security office

Purpose: Storage for utilities and mechanical

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

Hours: 7am to 8pm

FF+E: Table, chair

FF+E: Storage

FF+E: Chairs, desks

FF+E: Storage

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: Yes

Visual Privacy: No

Visual Privacy: Yes

Acoustic Privacy: No

Acoustic Privacy: Yes

Acoustic Privacy: Yes

Acoustic Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Physical Privacy: Yes

Users: Visitors, vendors

Users: Vendors and employees of the Market Hall

Users: Visitors, vendors, administration

Users: Janitor

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Accesibility: Yes

Occupancy Type: Business

Occupancy Type: Business

Occupancy Type: Business

Occupancy Type: Business

Occupant Count: 3

Occupant Count: 10

Occupant Count: 3

Occupant Count: 5

Net Area: 300

Net Area: 1000

Net Area: 300

Net Area: 500
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FURNITURE
Tables, Storage

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Refrigerator, Freezer, Display Cases

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N
N

500

3

FARM STAND

500

4

BUTCHER + FISHMONGER

Refrigerator, Freezer, Stove Top

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

500

8

PREPARED FOOD

Tables, Storage

Y

N

Y

Tables, Chairs

N

N

Y

Y
Y

N

N

500

10

CRAFTSMAN + SPECIALITY

N

N

3000

3

INDOOR SEATING

Tables, Chairs

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

1500

1

OUTDOOR SEATING

Tables, Storage

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

1500

3

OUTDOOR VENDORS

Toilets, Lavatories

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

1000

2

RESTROOMS

Tables, Chairs

N

N

N N

Y

Y

800

1

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

Table, Chair

N

N

N

Y

N

300

1

CUSTOMER SERVICE

1

LOADING DOCK

Y

Storage

Y

N

N N

Y

Y

1000

Table, Chair

N

N

N

Y

N

300

1

SECURITY

Y

500

1

UTILITIES

Storage

N

Y

Y

N N

Y

INDOOR SEATING

VENDOR STALLS
RESTROOMS
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
CUSTOMER SERVICE
OUTDOOR SEATING

SECURITY
UTILITIES

Directly Adjacent
Semi Adjacent

ADJACENCY MATRIX

Slightly Adjacent

BUBBLE DIAGRAM
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BUILDING CODE

PLUMBING + RESTROOM CODE

Type of Construction:		

IIB

Women

Total Gross Area: 			

16,729 square feet

Occupancy:			

117

Efficiency Ratio: 			

60%

Accessible Restrooms:		

1

Total net area: 			

14,064 square feet

Lavatories:			

1

Total number of occupants:

234
Men
Occupancy:			

117

Accessible Restrooms:		

1

Lavatories:			

1

Water Fountains
Required:			
				

Getty Images

1 standard height water fountain
1 ADA water fountain
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CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
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CONCEPT
This project celebrates the woven landscape of community through food,

The central question to the project: Can the design of a local Market Hall engage

commerce and culture. The Market Hall weaves together the patrons,

with community, encourage entrepreneurship, increase commerce, and influence

vendors and community creating a microcosim of the city itself.

culture?

Important ideas around weaving include:
Assembly From Parts
Varied Size and Gauge of Thread and Needle
The Warp and Weft
Tension of the Horizontal and Vertical
The Shapes - Regular and Irregular

How can weaving be applied to the space?
Weaving Materials
Weaving Levels (Vertical)
Weaving Across (Horiztonal)
The Individual Weaving Through
Weaving Together Patrons, Vendors, Community
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Laser Cutouts on Paper.
Opposite page: Concept Models. Understanding the connections
and relationships between shapes and the paths around them
through play. understanding the connections and relationships
between shapes and the paths around them.
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Laser Cutouts on Paper. The struggle and tension of the positive and
negative is depicted as they spiral to find the correct geometry and fit.
Opposite page: Concept Models. Casually exploring the themes of rhythm,
density, connections, light, and geometry.
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Digital Reproduction. Anni Albers. Wallhanging. Black White Yellow. 1926.

Anni Albers
Black White Yellow, 1926
Silk and Rayon
80 × 47 inches
Victoria and Albert Museum

There was a need to go back to the drawing board following the concept work and
beginning stages of schematic design. The regularity in patterns, consistent
rhythm, and high density seemed to be too predictable. There was a desire
for the unexpected and a need for the building and stalls to do more.
The search began for patterns in art and nature, which led to Anni Albers’ wall hanging: Black
White Yellow. This woven pattern was more inspiring than anything found thus far. The wall
hanging was oriented horizontally to best mimic the shape of the Haxal Canal Power Plant.
The diagrams on the left explore the various patterns by shape and by color. Some of them are
completely random, while others follow a specific rhythmic count. Woven together,
these various patterns create an extraordinarily beautiful work.
Discoveries from this piece included the connections points, the horizontal and vertical
tension, the warp and weft, the irregularity of the patterns, and spaces between.
77

SCHEMATIC DESIGN
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SUN PATH STUDY

THE PATH OF TRAVEL

DETERMINING THE GRID

VENDOR STALLS

81
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PATTERN DIAGRAMS
How could they Anni Alber’s pattern play be applied to a
space? How could the methods of weaving be examined in a
building environment? Through many interations of these
diagrams, pattern and repetion was explored. There began an
understanding between the balalnce of the three components:
patron, vendor and community.
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SUGAR CUBE DIAGRAMS
When beginning the schematic design work, these models
helped explore the relationship between the space and the
vendor stalls. Focusing on the design principles of rhythm
and density, the vendor stalls depicted by the sugar cubes
are placed in consistent patterns. On some models the
ceiling trusses are shown to help organize the existing grid
of the building. Many of these arrangements are based on
existing Market Halls. This exercise led to the discovery
that the expected, consistent paths left little opportunity
for exploration by the user.
From this study, it became evident that the entry should move
from the side of the building to the front, facing the canal walk.
The optimum view, on the southwest corner overlooking the
James River, should be preserved.

Models. Sugar cubes on chipboard.
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STALL DEVELOPMENT
It was clear at the begining that the vendor stalls would
inform the general plan and schematic design. Consequently,
it was important to simultanueously explore them both.
The vendor stalls’ shape was critical. From there would come
the materiality, opacity, connections, and functionality.
Flexibility was an important element to the vendor stall.
As the vendors’ needs evolved, the flexibility in square
footage was a value added benefit. By connecting the
smaller squares, one is able to create varied sized stalls.

Model. Cardboard and wooden dowels.
Opposite page: Models. Cardboard.
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DESIGN
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HAXALL CANAL

A

E

CANAL WALK

c

OUTDOOR PATIO
d

FLOOR TWO
0’

d

c

8’

16’

a
b

D
f

2
1
e

e
G

C

F
d

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Market Hall
Dining
Vendor Stalls
Restrooms
Offices
Loading Dock + Storage

FLOOR ONE

JAMES RIVER

0’

8’

B

16’

MEZZANINE
0’

8’

16’
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3’ 4’

0’

TRANSVERSE SECTION

EXPLODED AXON

8’

16’

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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TRANSVERSE SECTION

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

0’

8’

16’
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PERSPECTIVES
A.

Front Entrace + Patio

B.

First Floor Dining + Vendor Stalls

C.

Between the Stalls

D.

First Floor Seating Cluster

E.

Overview of Market Hall

F.

Across the Mezzanine

G.

Second Floor Vendors + Seating
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A.

B.

101C.

NATURAL OAK

JOJO

By Wellborn Wright

By Foresom +

Reclaimed Originial Surface

Hiort-Lorenzen
Venvered Plywood or PU +
Polished Aluminum

RED PANELS
Perforated Steel Mesh

TONINA
By Dondoli + Pocci
Molded Polypropylene

BOXA TABLE + BENCH
By Zenith Interiors

HOST

Solid Timber Oak

By Simon Pengelly
Spun Aluminum

HAVEN
By Mark Gabbertas
White Laminate Top +
Oak Veneer Pedestal Base

OCTO
By Allermuir
Upholstery +
Polished Aluminum

D.

OCTO
By Nicholls Design
Reclaimed Originial Surface

LOLA
By Wolfgang C. R. Mezger
Upholstery or PU +
Polished Aluminum

103 E.

G.
F.
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TEXTILE DESIGN

107

PATTERN + COLOR PLAY
The Anni Alber piece provided a great deal of inspiration for
this project. It seemed important to honor the work in the
Market Hall. To do so textiles were created using Anni Alber’s
pattern, but is altered in repeat, scale, and color.
The color inspiration varies from piece to piece. From Wes
Anderson to the James River, these color studies illuminate the
pattern in exciting ways.
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